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Abstract: For any infinite word w on a finite alphabet A, the complexity function

pw of w is the sequence counting, for each non-negative n, the number pw(n) of words

of length n on the alphabet A that are factors of the infinite word w and the entropy of

w is the quantity E(w) = lim
n→∞

1
n

log pw(n). For any given function f with exponential

growth, Mauduit and Moreira introduced in [MM17] the notion of word entropy EW (f) =

sup{E(w), w ∈ AN, pw ≤ f} and showed its links with fractal dimensions of sets of infinite

sequences with complexity function bounded by f . The goal of this work is to give an

algorithm to estimate with arbitrary precision EW (f) from finitely many values of f .
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1 Introduction

This work concerns the little-explored field of word combinatorics in positive entropy,

which means the study of infinite words on a finite alphabet with a complexity function

(see Definition 2.2) of exponential growth. There are not many results on this topic,

besides the well-known one of Grillenberger [Gri73] who built symbolic systems of any

given entropy.

Mauduit and Moreira introduced in [MM17] new notions in this context with the

arithmetic motivation to study sets of numbers from the interval [0, 1] whose expansion

(in a given base q) has a complexity function bounded by a given function f . The

determination of the Hausdorff dimension of these sets gave rise to a new quantity EW (f),

called word entropy of f , which turns to be equal to the topological entropy of the shift

on the set of corresponding expansions.

The computation of EW (f) is trivial when E0(f), the exponential growth rate of f

(defined in (1)), is equal to zero or if f is itself a complexity function. Otherwise, results

can be surprising, even when f is very regular: for example, in [MM17] it is shown

that for the function f defined for any non-negative integer n by f(n) = 3d
n
2
e, we have

EW (f) = log(1+
√
5

2
). Another striking result (see Theorem 2.9 from [MM18]) says that if f

verifies the quite natural conditions (C∗) (see Definition 3.2), then the ratio EW (f)/E0(f)

lies always in the interval ]1
2
, 1] and moreover we have

inf{EW (f)

E0(f)
), f satisfies (C∗)} =

1

2
.

Indeed, in the overwhelming majority of cases, we do not have access to an exact value

of the word entropy. Thus in this work we propose an algorithm to get an approximate

value of the word entropy, using in depth the combinatorial properties of the symbolic

system.
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2 Definitions and notations

We denote by q a fixed integer greater or equal to 2, by A the finite alphabet A =

{0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, by A∗ =
⋃
k≥0

Ak the set of finite words on the alphabet A and by AN the

set of infinite words (or infinite sequences of letters) on the alphabet A. More generally,

if Σ ⊂ A∗, we denote by ΣN the set of infinite words obtained by concatenating elements

of Σ. If w ∈ AN we denote by L(w) the set of finite factors of w:

L(w) = {v ∈ A∗, ∃ (v′, v′′) ∈ A∗ × AN, w = v′vv′′}

and, for any non-negative integer n, we write Ln(w) = L(w) ∩ An. For any Y ⊂ AN and

n ∈ N we denote Ln(Y ) =
⋃
w∈Y

Ln(w). If w ∈ An, n ∈ N we denote |w| = n the length of

the word w and if S is a finite set, we denote by |S| the number of elements of S. For any

(a, b) ∈ R2 with a ≤ b, we denote by Ja, bK the set [a, b] ∩ Z and for any x real number,

we denote bxc = max{n ∈ Z, n ≤ x}, dxe = min{n ∈ Z, x ≤ n} and {x} = x− bxc.
Let us recall the following classical lemma concerning sub-additive sequences due to

Fekete [Fek23]:

Lemma 2.1. If (an)n≥1 is a sequence of real numbers such that an+n′ ≤ an + an′ for any

positive integers n and n′, then the sequence
(
an
n

)
n≥1 converges to infn≥1

an
n

.

Definition 2.2. The complexity function of w ∈ AN is defined for any non-negative

integer n by pw(n) = |Ln(w)|.

For any w ∈ AN and for any (n, n′) ∈ N2 we have Ln+n′(w) ⊂ Ln(w)Ln′(w) so that

pw(n+n′) ≤ pw(n)pw(n′) and it follows from Lemma 2.1 that for any w ∈ AN, the sequence(
1
n

log pw(n)
)
n≥1 converges to infn≥1

1
n

log pw(n). We denote

E(w) = lim
n→∞

1

n
log pw(n) = htop(X(w), T )

the topological entropy of the symbolic dynamical system (X(w), T ) where T is the one-

sided shift on AN and X = orbT (w) is the closure of the orbit of w under the action of T

in AN (AN is equipped with the product topology of the discrete topology on A, i.e. the

topology induced by the distance d(w,w′) = exp(−min{n ∈ N|wn 6= w′n})).
The complexity function gives information about the statistical properties of an infinite

sequence of letters. In this sense, it constitutes one possible way to measure the random

behaviour of an infinite sequence: see [Que87, Fer99, PF02].
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3 Exponential rate of growth and word entropy of a

function

For any given function f from N to R+, we denote

W (f) = {w ∈ AN, pw(n) ≤ f(n),∀n ∈ N},

Ln(f) =
⋃

w∈W (f)

Ln(w)

and E0(f) the limiting lower exponential growth rate of f

E0(f) = lim
n→∞

inf
1

n
log f(n). (1)

For any (n, n′) ∈ N2 we have Ln+n′(f) ⊂ Ln(f)Ln′(f) so that the sequence
(
1
n

log |Ln(f)|
)
n≥1

converges to infn≥1
1
n

log |Ln(f)|, which is the topological entropy of the subshift (W (f), T )

:

htop(W (f), T ) = lim
n→+∞

1

n
log |Ln(f)| = inf

n≥1

1

n
log |Ln(f)|.

The notion of w-entropy (or word-entropy) of f is defined in [MM17] as follow :

Definition 3.1. If f is a function from N to R+, the w-entropy (or word entropy) of f is

the quantity

EW (f) = sup
w∈W (f)

E(w).

The papers [MM10] and [MM12] concern the case E0(f) = 0 and [MM17] the case of

positive entropy. In particular the word entropy of f is equal to the topological entropy

of the subshift (W (f), T ) (see Theorem 2.3 from [MM17]): for any function f from N to

R+, we have

EW (f) = lim
n→+∞

1

n
log(|Ln(f)|) = htop(W (f), T ).

(see also beginning of Section 4 from [MM17] and Chapter 8 from [Wal82] to understand

this result as a consequence of the variational principle).

The word entropy of f allows to compute exactly the fractal dimensions of the set

of real numbers from the interval [0, 1] the q−adic expansion of which has a complexity

function bounded by f . (see Theorem 5.1 from [MM17]). Note that several authors have

applied the notion of dimension introduced by Hausdorff in [Hau19] to number theoretical
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problems (see [Bug04, Chapters V and VI] for a very good survey on these questions and

[Fal90, Chapters 2 and 3] for basic definitions concerning fractal dimensions).

Definition 3.2. We say that a function f from N to R+ satisfies the conditions (C∗) if

i) for any n ∈ N we have f(n+ 1) > f(n) ≥ n+ 1 ;

ii) for any (n, n′) ∈ N2 we have f(n+ n′) ≤ f(n)f(n′).

For any function f from N to R+ we have EW (f) ≤ E0(f) and it is easy to give

examples of function f for which the entropy ratio EW (f)/E0(f) can be made arbitrarily

small (see beginning of Section 7 from [MM17]). When f satisfies the quite natural

conditions (C∗), it still might happen that EW (f) < E0(f) (see Sections 7.2 and 7.4 from

[MM17]), but Mauduit and Moreira proved the following theorem (see Theorem 4.2 and

Remark 4.3 from [MM18]):

Theorem 3.3. If f is a function from N to R+ satisfying the conditions (C∗), then

EW (f) > 1
2
E0(f).

Moreover, the constant 1
2

in Theorem 3.3 is optimal (see Theorem 5.1 from [MM18]).

As mentioned in [MM17] it is in general more difficult to compute EW (f) than E0(f).

The goal of this work is to give an algorithm which allows us to estimate with arbitrary

precision EW (f) from finitely many values of f , if we know already E0(f) and have some

information on the speed with which this limit is approximated.

4 The algorithm

We assume that the function f from N to R+ satisfies the conditions (C∗). We don’t loose

generality with this assumption, since if there exists an integer n such that f(n) < n+ 1

we have EW (f) = 0 and if not, it follows from Remark 7.3 from [MM17] that we may

always change the function f by a function ˜̃f satisfying conditions (C∗) and such that

EW ( ˜̃f) = EW (f).

Theorem 4.1. There is an algorithm which gives, starting from the function f and ε ∈
]0, 1[, a quantity h such that (1 − ε)h ≤ EW (f) ≤ h. The quantity h depends explicitely
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on ε, E0(f), N , f(1), ..., f(N), for an integer N which depends explicitely on ε, E0(f)

and an integer n0. larger than an explicit function of ε and E0(f) and such that

log f(n)

n
< (1 +

E0(f)ε

210(4 + 2E0(f))
)E0(f) for any n ∈ Jn0, 2n0 − 1K.

We shall now give the algorithm and prove Theorem 4.1. The function f is given and

henceforth we omit to mention it in E0(f) and EW (f).

Description of the algorithm

For ε ∈]0, 1[ given, let

δ :=
E0ε

105(4 + 2E0)
<

ε

210
(2)

and

K := dδ−1e+ 1. (3)

We choose a positive integer

n0 ≥ max(K,
4K2

4203E0

,
16

KE4
0

) (4)

such that for any integer n ≥ n0

log f(n)

n
< (1 +

δ

2
)E0. (5)

In view of conditions (C∗), this last condition is equivalent to log f(n)
n

< (1 + δ
2
)E0 for any

n ∈ Jn0, 2n0− 1K. We choose intervals which will be so large that all the lengths of words

we manipulate stay in one of them. Namely, for each non-negative integer t, let

nt+1 := exp(K((1 + δ)2E0nt + E0)).

We take

N := nK .

We choose now a set Y ⊂ AN and we define

qn(Y ) := |Ln(Y )|

for n ∈ J1, NK. We look at those Y for which

qn(Y ) ≤ f(n) (6)
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for any n ∈ J1, NK and choose one among them such that

min
1≤n≤N

log qn(Y )

n

is maximum. Henceforth we omit to mention Y in the notation qn(Y ).

Proposition 4.2. We have

min
1≤n≤N

log qn
n
≥ EW .

Proof. It follows from Section 4.3 of [MM17] (see (4)) that there is ŵ ∈ W (f) with

pn(ŵ) ≥ exp(EWn) for any positive integer n. For such a word ŵ, let

X := LN(ŵ) ⊂ AN .

We have, for each for n ∈ J1, NK, Ln(X) = Ln(ŵ) and f(n) ≥ |Ln(ŵ)| = pn(ŵ) ≥
exp(EWn). Thus X is one of the possible Y and the result follows from the maximality of

min1≤n≤N
log qn
n

.

The next lemma shows that on one of the large intervals we have defined, the quantity
log qn
n

will be almost constant:

Lemma 4.3. There exists a non-negative integer r < K, such that

log qnr
nr

< (1 + δ)
log qnr+1

nr+1

.

Proof. Otherwise we would have

log qn0

n0

≥ (1 + δ)K
log qnK
nK

. (7)

As K > 1
δ
, we have (1 + δ)K = eK log(1+δ) > e

1
δ
log(1+δ) > 9

4
for δ < 1

2
. By Proposition 4.2,

we have
log qnK
nK

≥ EW , so that (7) would implies that
log qn0
n0
≥ 9

4
EW . But it follows from

(6) that qn0 ≤ f(n0) and from (5) that
log qn0
n0

< (1 + δ
2
)E0 ≤ 9

8
E0 for δ < 1

4
. Finally we

would have EW ≤ 1
2
E0 which would contradict Theorem 3.3.

If we put

h :=
log qnr
nr

,

the next proposition follows immediately from Proposition 4.2 :
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Proposition 4.4. We have

h ≥ EW .

We shall use the estimates given by the following lemma:

Lemma 4.5. We have
E0

2
≤ h ≤ E0(1 +

δ

2
)

Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 3.3 that h ≥ EW > E0

2
. On the

other hand, it follows from (6) that qnr ≤ f(nr) and as nr > n0, it follows from (5) that

h ≤ E0(1 + δ
2
).

What remains to prove is the following proposition (which, understandably, does not

use the maximality of min1≤n≤N
log qn
n

).

Proposition 4.6. We have

(1− ε)h ≤ EW .

Proof. Our strategy is to build a word w such that, for any positive integer n,

exp((1− ε)hn) ≤ pn(w) ≤ f(n),

which gives the conclusion by definition of EW . To build the word w, we shall define an

integer m and build successive subsets of Lm(Y ). We order any such a subset Z (lexico-

graphically for example) and define w(Z) by using a Champernowne-type construction:

namely, if Z = {β1, β2, ..., βt}, we build the infinite word

w(Z) := β1β2 . . . βtβ1β1β1β2β1β3 . . . βtβtβ1β1β1 . . . βtβtβt . . .

made by concatenation of all words in Z followed by the concatenations of all pairs of

words of Z followed by the concatenations of all triples of words of Z, etc... (see [Ch33]

and [MS98] for statistical properties of Champernowne words).

The word w(Z) will satisfy exp((1 − ε)hn) ≤ pn(w(Z)) for any positive integer n as

soon as

|Z| ≥ exp((1− ε)hm)

since, for every positive integer k, we will have at least |Z|k factors of length km in w(Z).
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The successive (decreasing) subsets Z of Lm(Y ) we build will all have cardinality at

least exp((1−ε)hm) and the words w(Z) will satisfy pn(w(Z)) ≤ f(n) for n in an interval

which will increase at each new set Z we build and ultimately contains all the integers.

We begin by an estimate on qn using the value of h.

Lemma 4.7. For any n ∈ J1, NK, we have qn ≤ exp(hn+ hnr).

Proof. For any integer non-negative integer n ≤ N we write n = anr + b with a non-

negative integer and b ∈ J0, nr−1K. As we have Ln(Y ) ⊂ Lanr(Y )Lb(Y ) ⊂ (Lnr(Y ))aLb(Y )

and qnr = exp(hnr), we get

qn ≤ qanrqb = exp(ahnr)qb ≤ exp(hn)qnr = exp(hnr) exp(hn).

The following lemma uses only properties of f , independently of the definition of Y .

Lemma 4.8. For any integer n ≥ n0, there exists n′ ∈ Jn, (1 + δ)nK such that

f(n′ + j) ≥ exp(
E0j

2
)f(n′)

for every positive integer j.

Proof. Otherwise there would exist j0 such that f(n + j0) < exp(E0j0
2

)f(n), then there

would exist j1 such that f(n + j0 + j1) < exp(E0j1
2

)f(n + j0) < exp(E0
j0+j1

2
)f(n) and

so on until we are out of the interval. Thus we would get some integer s > δn such

that f(n + s) < exp(E0s
2

)f(n), but then, by the choice of n0, we would have f(n + s) <

exp(E0
s
2
) exp((1 + δ

2
)E0n). This last quantity is smaller than exp(E0(n + s)), because

s > δn implies that n δ
2

+ s
2
< s, This would contradict the definition of E0.

We are now ready to begin our construction. Our first aim is to define two lengths of

words, n̂ and m, which will be in the interval [nr, nr+1] but with m much larger than n̂

and a set Z1 of words of length m of the form γθ, for words γ of length n̂, such that the

word γθγ is in Lm+n̂(Y ). Thus, for a while, we shall be interested in twin occurrences of

words.
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Let n̂ be the n′ of Lemma 4.8 defined for n = Knr (note that the fact that n̂ satisfies

the conclusion of Lemma 4.8 will not be used before Lemma 4.13 much later). Let

N̂ := dexp(
E0

2
)f(n̂)e

and

Y1 := LN̂(Y ).

We know that Knr ≤ n̂ ≤ (1 + δ)Knr. The first inequality implies that nr < δn̂ and

the second inequality implies (by the initial choice of the nr) that N̂ < nr+1. We write

nr+1 = aN̂ + b with a positive integer and b ∈ J0, N̂ −1K and we use the defining property

of r in Lemma 4.3, which translates into

qnr+1 ≥ exp(
hnr+1

1 + δ
) = exp(

h(aN̂ + b)

1 + δ
).

On the other hand, we have by Lemma 4.7,

qnr+1 ≤ qa
N̂
qb ≤ qa

N̂
exp(hb+ hnr).

Hence we get

qa
N̂
≥ exp(

haN̂ + hb

1 + δ
− h(b+ nr))

and, as a ≥ 1, this implies

qN̂ ≥ exp(h(
N̂

1 + δ
− δb

1 + δ
− nr)).

As b < N̂ and nr < δN̂ , we get

|Y1| = qN̂ > exp((1− 3δ)hN̂).

For the moment, we fix a word W in Y1. The word W has N̂− n̂+1 factors of length n̂

and we claim that N̂ − n̂+ 1 > (1 + E0

2
)f(n̂) > f(n̂): because N̂ > (1 + E0

2
+

E2
0

8
)f(n̂), it is

enough to prove
E2

0

8
f(n̂) ≥ n̂, which comes from f(n̂) ≥ exp(E0n̂) (as item (ii) of Condition

(C∗) ensures the limit E0 is an infimum), exp(E0n̂) > (E0n̂)2

2
, and n̂ ≥ n0K ≥ 16

E4
0
. There

are at most f(n̂) distinct factors of length n̂. We make the list of the c ≤ f(n̂) different

words occurring in W , the j-th one appearing aj times, with
∑c

j=1 aj > N̂ − n̂. We look
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at pairs of occurrences of the same factor, beginning at two different positions s < t. We

denote such a pair by (s, t) and say two such pairs (s, t) and (s′, t′) are distinct if t 6= t′.

Thus there are at least
∑c

j=1(aj − 1) ≥ N̂ − n̂ + 1 − f(n̂) distinct pairs. To each pair

(s, t) we associate the interval [s, t + n̂[. The union of these intervals contains at least

N̂ − n̂+ 1− f(n̂) + n̂− 1 = N̂ − f(n̂) integer points.

Now we use the following elementary

Lemma 4.9. Given a finite family of intervals (Ij)1≤j≤d, there is a subfamily of disjoint

intervals (Ij)j∈J such that ∑
j∈J

|Ij| ≥ | ∪di=1 Ij|.

Proof. We number the Ij by ascending order of their lowest elements. Let d̂ be the

largest j such that Ij ⊃ Id. We can remove all the Ij for d̂ < j ≤ d, if they exist. Then

if Ij ∩ Ij+2 6= ∅, Ij+1 must be included in Ij ∪ Ij+2 ∪ . . . ∪ Id̂ and we can remove Ij+1.

Thus, after removing some intervals and renumbering, we can suppose all the Ij ∩Ij+2 are

empty. Then either the family of even-numbered intervals or the family of odd-numbered

intervals satisfies our requirements.

We apply Lemma 4.9 to the above intervals [s, t + n̂[, for the word W . Thus we get

some ` and s1 < t1 < . . . < s` < t`, such that the same factor of W occurs at positions si

and ti and the sum of the lengths
∑`

i=1(ti + n̂− si) is at least

N̂ − f(n̂)

2
≥ E0

4 + 2E0

N̂ ,

because N̂ ≥ e
E0
2 f(n̂) and 1−e−

E0
2

2
≥

E0
2

2(1+
E0
2
)
.

Since ti + n̂− si ≥ n̂ for each i ≤ `, we have ` ≤ N̂
n̂

.

Now, if we look at all W in Y1, the number of possible choices for the pairs (si, ti), 1 ≤
i ≤ ` is at most

N̂
n̂∑
`=1

(
N̂

2`

)
≤ exp(

4N̂ log n̂

n̂
)

and this is smaller than exp(δhN̂) because n̂ ≥ n0K ≥ K2 > 1
δ2

, thus

4 log n̂

n̂
≤ 8δ2 log

1

δ
< δ

E0

2
≤ δh.
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The cardinality of Y1 is at least exp((1 − 3δ)hN̂), thus we can find a subset Y2 ⊂ Y1

of at least exp((1− 4δ)hN̂) elements of Y1 which have the same choice of pairs (si, ti).

We define, for (s, t) ∈ J1, N̂K2 with s < t, the projections πs,t : Y2 → At−s by

πs,t(β1, β2, . . . , βN̂) = (βs, βs+1, . . . , βt−1).

Let

ε̃ =
ε

15
=

7(4 + 2E0)δ

E0

> 14δ. (8)

Lemma 4.10. There is a pair (si, ti) such that

|πsi,ti+n̂(Y2)| ≥ exp((1− ε̃)h · (ti + n̂− si)).

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that for each i ∈ J1, `K we have

|πsi,ti+n̂(Y2)| < exp((1− ε̃)h · (ti + n̂− si)).

The interval [1, N̂ [ can be written as the union of the intervals [si, ti + n̂[, i ∈ J1, `K with

at most ` + 1 holes. Let M be the sum of the lengths of the holes, we have proved M is

at most (1− E0

4+2E0
)N̂ .

By Lemma 4.7, an upper bound for the number of possible sequences in these holes is

exp((`+ 1)hnr + hM) ≤ exp(hM + 2δhN̂).

This would give an upper estimate for the total number of words in Y2 of the order of

exp(hN̂) exp(−ε̃h E0

4 + 2E0

N̂) exp(2δhN̂) ≤

exp(hN̂) exp(−7δhN̂) exp(2δhN̂) = exp((1− 5δ)hN̂),

which would contradict the lower estimate exp((1− 4δ)hN̂).

Now we fix a pair (si, ti) such that

|πsi,ti+n̂(Y2)| ≥ exp((1− ε̃)h(ti + n̂− si)).

For a word in Y2, the sequence of its letters whose positions are in the interval [si, ti+n̂[

is such that its last n̂ letters coincide with its first n̂ letters. Bounding qti+n̂−si by Lemma

4.7 and using nr < δn̂, we get

|πsi,ti+n̂(Y2)| ≤ exp(h(ti + n̂− si + δn̂− n̂)),
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which because of the above choice of the pair implies (1 − δ)n̂ ≤ ε̃(ti + n̂ − si) and

ti + n̂− si − n̂ > 1
2ε̃
n̂.

If we put

m := ti − si,

we have

m >
n̂

2ε̃
. (9)

We shall need the following upper bound.

Lemma 4.11. We have m < exp(E0

2
ε̃m).

Proof. Let φ the function defined for any x ∈ R+ by φ(x) = exp(E0

2
ε̃x)− x.

The function φ is increasing on the interval [K
2

2ε̃
,+∞[: we have φ′(x) = E0

2
ε̃ exp(E0

2
ε̃x)−

1 and φ′(K
2

2ε̃
) > 0 because it follows from (2), (3) and (8) that K2 > ( 420

E0ε
)2 > 4202

E0
2ε
> 8

E0
2ε̃

,

so that 1

exp(
E0

4
K2) >

E0

4
K2 >

2

E0ε̃
.

It follows from (9) and (4) that m > n̂
2ε̃
> Kn0

2ε̃
> K2

2ε̃
, so that

φ(m) > φ(
K2

2ε̃
)

and it follows from (2), (3) and (8) that E0
3K4 > (420)3

ε3
14
ε̃
> (420)314

ε̃
> (4)33

ε̃
, so that 2

φ(
K2

2ε̃
) = exp(

E0

4
K2)− K2

2ε̃
>
E0

3K6

6(4)3
− K2

2ε̃
> 0.

The set

Z1 := πsi,ti(Y2)

is made with words of length m of the type γθ for words γ of length n̂, such that the word

γθγ is in πsi,ti+n̂(Y2). Thus

|Z1| = |πsi,ti+n̂(Y2)| ≥ exp((1− ε̃)h(m+ n̂).

1For any x ∈ R+, we have exp(x) > x.
2For any x ∈ R+, we have exp(x) > x3

6 .
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Then we consider the prefixes of length 6ε̃m ≥ 3n̂ of words of Z1 and their suffixes of

length 6ε̃m ≥ 3n̂. By Lemma 4.7, and nr < δn̂, there are at most exp(12ε̃hm+2δhn̂) such

subwords and, by choosing those which are more frequent, we define a new set Z2 ⊂ Z1

in which all the words have the same prefix γ1 of length 6ε̃m and all the words have the

same suffix γ2 of length 6ε̃m, with |Z2| ≥ |Z1| exp(−12ε̃hm− 2δhn̂) and 2δn̂ ≤ (1− ε̃)m,

thus

|Z2| ≥ exp((1− 13ε̃)hm).

As a consequence of the definition of Z2, all words of Z2 have the same prefix of length

n̂, which is a prefix γ0 of γ1. As Z2 is included in Z1, any word of Z2 is of the form γ0θ

and the word γ0θγ0 is in Lm+n̂(Y ).

We can now reap a (small) first benefit of all this construction: by using the above

property of γ0, we can bound by below f(n) the number of very short factors of w(Z2).

Claim 4.12. We have pw(Z2)(n) ≤ f(n) for any n ∈ J1, n̂+ 1K.

Proof. For 1 ≤ n ≤ n̂ + 1, a factor x of length n of w(Z2) either is a factor of a word of

Z2 and this word is some γ0θ, or else is made with a suffix of length u ∈ J1, n − 1K of a

word γ0θ of Z2 concatenated with a prefix of length n − u ∈ J1, n − 1K of another word

γ0θ
′ of Z2, thus x is a factor of γ0θγ0. In both cases x is a factor of a word in Lm+n̂(Y ),

thus is in Ln(Y ). Thus our claim is satisfied as |Ln(Y )| ≤ qn ≤ f(n).

Let us shrink again our set of words.

Lemma 4.13. For a given subset Z of Z2, there exists Z ′ ⊂ Z,

|Z ′| ≥ (1− exp(−(j − 1)
E0

2
))j|Z|,

such that the total number of factors of length n̂+ j of all words γ0θγ0 such that γ0θ is in

Z ′ is at most f(n̂+ j)− j.

Proof. Let w1, . . . , wc, with c ≤ f(n̂ + j), the factors of length n̂ + j of all words γ0θγ0

such that γ0θ is in Z. If c < f(n̂+ j), we add arbitrary words (we call them ghost factors)

wd, c < d ≤ f(n̂+ j) of length n̂+ j, to make f(n̂+ j) different words. For such a word

γ0θγ0, its number of factors of length n̂+ j is at most m+ n̂− (n̂+ j) + 1.

14



The proportion of subsets {wi1 , . . . wij} of j words (among the possible f(n̂+j) factors

of length n̂+ j, including ghost factors) such that no wir is a factor of γ0θγ0 is at least(
f(n̂+j)−(m−j+1)

j

)(
f(n̂+j)

j

) =
f(n̂+ j)− (m− j + 1)

f(n̂+ j)
. . .

f(n̂+ j)−m
f(n̂+ j)− j + 1

> (
f(n̂+ j)−m
f(n̂+ j)

)j > (1− exp((j − 1)
E0

2
))j

as f(n̂ + j) ≥ exp(jE0/2)f(n̂), by choice of n̂ after Lemma 4.8 and m ≤ N̂ − n̂ ≤
exp(E0

2
)f(n̂).

Thus on average a subset of j factors wt intersects a proportion at most 1 − (1 −
e(j−1)

E0
2 )j of the words γ0θγ0 for γ0θ in Z. There are as many words γ0θ in Z as corre-

sponding words γ0θγ0. Thus there exists a set of j factors wt and a subset Z ′ of Z of

cardinality at least (1− e−(j−1)
E0
2 )j|Z| such that none of the j factors wt is a factor of a

word γ0θγ0 for γ0θ in Z ′.

We start from Z2 and apply successively Lemma 4.13 from j = 2 to j = 6ε̃m, getting

6ε̃m − 1 successive sets Z ′. At the end, we get a set Z3 such that the total number of

factors of length n̂+j of words γ0θγ0 for γ0θ in Z3 is at most f(n̂+j)−j for j = 2, . . . , 6ε̃m

and |Z3|
|Z2| is at least

∏
2≤j≤6ε̃m

(1− exp(−(j − 1)
E0

2
))j ≥

∏
j≥2

(1− exp(−(j − 1)
E0

2
))j := p0.

We have

log p0 =
∑
j≥2

j log(1− exp(−(j − 1)
E0

2
))

>
∑
j≥2

−j exp(−(j − 1)E0

2
)

1− exp(−(j − 1)E0

2
)
.3

It follows that

log p0 >
−1

1− exp(−E0

2
)

∑
j≥2

j exp(−(j−1)
E0

2
) =
− exp(−E0

2
)(2− exp(−E0

2
))

(1− exp(−E0

2
))3

≥ −1

(1− exp(−E0

2
))3
,

3For any x ∈]0, 1[, we have log(1− x) > − x
1−x .
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which implies 4

p0 ≥ exp(−(1 +
2

E0

)3).

Now (1 + 2
E0

)3 is smaller than ε̃hm because

h ≥ E0

2
, ε̃m ≥ n̂

2
≥ Kn0

2

and from (4)

K
E0

4
n0 ≥

K3

4203
≥ (1 +

2

E0

)3,

thus

|Z3| ≥ exp((1− 14ε̃)hm).

We can now bound the number of short factors by using the factors we have just

deleted and properties of the words γ0, γ1 and γ2.

Claim 4.14. We have pw(Z3)(n) ≤ f(n) for any n ∈ J1, 6ε̃mK.

Proof. Claim 4.12 is still valid for Z3 ⊂ Z2, so we look at a factor x in w(Z3) of length

n̂+ j with j ∈ J2, 6ε̃m− n̂K. If x is a factor of some γ0θγ0 for γ0θ in Z3, there are at most

f(n̂+ j)− j possibilities for x. We look at those x which are not a factor of such a γ0θγ0.

Then x is made with a suffix of length u ∈ J1, n̂ + j − 1K ⊂ J1, 6ε̃mK of a word γ0θ of Z3

concatenated with a prefix of length n̂ + j − u ∈ J1, 6ε̃mK of a word γ0θ‘ of Z3 and we

nust have n̂ + j − u > n̂, otherwise x would be a factor of γ0θγ0. As Z3 ⊂ Z2, the suffix

is in γ1 and the prefix in γ2, so the number of these possible x is at most the number of

possible u, which range between 1 and j. Thus the total number of different x is at most

f(n̂+ j)− j + j.

We shrink our set again.

Let n ∈ J6ε̃m,mK. In average a factor of length n of a word in Z3 occurs in at most
m|Z3|
f(n)

elements of Z3 (we assume as above that there are f(n) possible words of size n,

possibly by adding ghost factors). We consider the f(n)
mn2 factors of length n which occur

the least often. In total, these factors occur in at most m|Z3|
f(n)

f(n)
mn2 = |Z3|

n2 elements of Z3.

We remove these words from Z3, for any m ≥ n > 6ε̃m, obtaining a set Z4. We have

removed a proportion at most 1/n2 of Z3 for each n with m ≥ n > 6ε̃m ≥ 3n̂, thus a total

4For any x ∈]0,+∞[, we have 1
1−exp(−x) < 1 + 1

x .
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proportion at most 1
3n̂
≤ δ

3
< 1

630
of Z3. This is smaller than 1 − exp(−ε̃hm) by Lemma

4.11, thus

|Z4| ≥ exp((1− 15ε̃)hm).

We can now control medium length factors, using again the missing factors we have

just created and the words γ1 and γ2 (but not γ0).

Claim 4.15. We have pw(Z4)(n) ≤ f(n) for any n ∈ J1,mK.

Proof. Claim 4.14 is still valid for Z4 ⊂ Z3. Let 6ε̃m ≤ n ≤ m and x a factor of length n

of w(Z4). If x is a factor of a word in Z4, by construction of Z4 the number of different

possible x is at most f(n)− f(n)
mn2 .

If x is not a factor of a word in Z4, then it is made with a suffix of length u ∈ J1, n−1K
of a word of Z4 concatenated with a prefix of length n − u of another word of Z4. If

u ≥ 6ε̃m, let u1 = u− 6ε̃m, u2 = n− u. If u < 6ε̃m, let u1 = 0, u2 = n− 6ε̃m. Our x is

made with a variable word of length u1, concatenated with a factor of γ1γ2 which depends

only on u, 1 ≤ u ≤ n− 1, concatenated with a variable word of length u2. The ui depend

also only on u and, for ui fixed, the number of possible words of length ui is at most qui .

By Lemma 4.7, we get

qu1qu2 ≤ exp(h(2nr + u1 + u2)) ≤ exp(h(2nr + n− 6ε̃m)).

Thus by Lemma 4.5 the number of possible x which are not factors of words in Z4 is

at most

n exp(h(2nr + n− 6ε̃m)) ≤ m exp(h(2nr + n− 6ε̃m))

≤ m exp(2nrh− 6hε̃m) exp(E0(1 +
δ

2
)n)

< m exp(2nrh+ (E0
δ

2
− 6hε̃)m) exp(E0n).

As nr < δm, this number is strictly smaller than

m exp(2hmδ + (E0
δ

2
− 6hε̃)m) exp(E0n) < m exp(−4hε̃m) exp(E0n)

because δE0

2
< hε̃ by Lemma 4.5 and δ < ε̃

14
by (8). By Lemma 4.11, our last estimate

on the number of possible x is at most

exp(E0n)

m3
≤ f(n)

m3
≤ f(n)

mn2

17



and our claim is proved.

Finally we put Z5 = Z4 if |Z4| ≤ exp((1−4ε̃)hm), otherwise we take for Z5 any subset

of Z4 with dexp((1− 4ε̃)hm)e elements. In both cases we have

|Z5| ≥ exp((1− ε)hm).

For the long factors, we use mainly the fact that there are many missing factors of

length m, but we need also some help from γ1 and γ2

Claim 4.16. We have pw(Z5)(n) ≤ f(n) for any n.

Proof. Claim 4.15 is still valid for Z5 ⊂ Z4. Let x be a factor of w(Z5) of length n > m,

with n = Qm+ u, 0 ≤ u < m, Q ≥ 1 and thus

Qm ≥ n/2.

The word x is made with a suffix of length u1 of a word of Z5, concatenated with Q′ words

of Z5 concatenated with a prefix of length u2 of a word of Z5. According to the value of

u1, there are two possibilities:

- first case Q′ = Q and u1 + u2 = u and this occurs for m1 possible values of u1;

- second case Q′ = Q−1 and u1 +u2 = m+u and this occurs for m−m1 values of u1.

In the first case we bound qu1qu2 by Lemma 4.7 and the number of possible x by

p1 = m1 exp(hu) exp((1− 4ε̃)hmQ+ 2hnr).

Thus p1 = m1 exp(hn) exp(−4ε̃hmQ+ 2hnr), where nr is at most δm and Qm is at least

n/2, thus

p1 ≤ m1 exp(hn) exp(2hmδ) exp(−2ε̃hn).

In the second case, either the initial suffix of length u1 or the final prefix of length u2

contains one of the fixed words γ1 or γ2 of length 6ε̃m and, using again Lemma 4.7, we

bound the number of possible x by

p2 = (m−m1) exp(h(m+ u)− 6hε̃m) exp((1− 4ε̃)hm(Q− 1) + 2hnr).

We have h(m+ u) + hm(Q− 1) = hn and use nr < δm, thus p2 is at most

(m−m1) exp((−6ε̃+ 2δ)hm) exp(hn) exp(−4ε̃h(Q− 1)m)

18



≤ (m−m1) exp((−2ε̃+ 2δ)hm) exp(hn) exp(−4ε̃hQm)

≤ (m−m1) exp((−2ε̃+ 2δ)hm) exp(hn) exp(−2ε̃hn)

≤ (m−m1) exp((2δhm) exp(hn) exp(−2ε̃hn).

Finally, we have

pn(w(Z5)) ≤ m exp(hn) exp(2hmδ) exp(−2ε̃hn).

By Lemma 4.11 and Lemma 4.5 we have m ≤ exp(ε̃hm) ≤ exp(ε̃hn) (because m ≤ n).

Thus

pn(w(Z5)) ≤ exp(E0n) exp(2hmδ) exp(−ε̃hn) exp(nE0
δ

2
)

≤ exp(E0n) exp(h(2m+ n)δ) exp(−ε̃hn)

≤ exp(E0n) exp(3hnδ) exp(−ε̃hn).

As we have ε̃ > 3δ by (8) we get pn(w(Z5)) ≤ exp(E0n) ≤ f(n).

In view of the considerations at the beginning of the proof of Proposition 4.6, Claim

4.16 completes the proof of Proposition 4.6 and thus of Theorem 4.1.
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